Portland Conference Notes

More than 70 speakers will address 20 educational sessions and four preconference seminars. In addition to more than 500 hours of educational opportunities, the conference and show will offer more than 100,000 square feet of exhibits, tours of the Oregon Seed industry and five Portland area golf courses, a women's program featuring a tour of the Pacific Coast and inland forest areas, social events and the GCSAA annual meeting and election.

Nominees selected for GCSAA election:
President — Theodore W. Woehrle (Michigan)
Vice President — George Cleaver (Maryland); Melvin Lucas, Jr. (New York); Charles H. Tadge (Ohio).
Directors — Three to be elected — the two with the highest number of votes for a three year term, the one with the third highest number of votes for a two year term. Hobart T. Burgan (Oklahoma); David Harmon (Virginia); Edward Dembnicki (North Carolina); James A. Wyllie (Ontario); Louis D. Haines (Colorado).

Exhibitors will be allowed to sell at the Portland Show. Due to a tax reform law, exhibitors will be allowed to take over the counter orders for the first time. Thus, those attending the Portland Conference and Show may for the first time negotiate for the purchase and delivery of products they previously could only examine from a technical and educational point of view.

In a recent check of laws and regulations it was learned that “wearing roller skates in public lavatories is illegal in Portland”. Thus, we are urging everyone coming to the Portland Conference and Show February 6 thru 11, 1977, to leave their roller skates at home.